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INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE

Two basic ideas underlie the purpose of this recital and report:
(1 )

There are certain fundamental techniques that a
woodwind teacher must employ in his teaching methods.
These techniques include: tone production, fingerings,
and articulation, which vary significantly with each
of the woodwind instruments. There are many teachers
in the field of music education who profess to be
skilled on all woodwind instruments, when, in fact,
their knowledge is limited to one instrument only.
With this limited knowledge they attempt to teach
techniques and concepts that pertain to all woodwind
instruments. Indeed, an educator may have or create
many problems whi~e trying to teach something he is
not sure of.
\

(2)

There is a need for music educators to maintain and
develop their performance skills on all instruments
in order to better understand instrumental performance,
to understand and recognize problems that occur from
the view of the performer, and to better understand
the solutions to those problems.

These two ideas have been illustrated in the completion of this
recital and report.

The writer has shown his ability and skill on

each of the woodwind instruments, as well as explained an understanding
of the basic problems and teaching techniques to be used when dealing
with woodwind instruments.
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PROGRAM
NOTES
,.
Syrinx
The piece
Syrinx was written by Claude Debussy in 1913.

Debussy was asked

to write the incidental music for the play "Psyche" by Gabriel Mourey.
When the performance time arrived Debussy had only produced one short
piece, Syrinx.

It was played behind the scenes by Louis Fleury, who

kept the manuscript jealously for himself and performed it many times.
The piece was first entitled Flute de Pan but was published under
the title of Syrinx in order to avoid duplicating that of another
piece.

The hypnotic music of Syrinx symbolized the myth of the Greek

God, Pan, as he fell in love with a nymph ' named Syrinx.
lovely, but coy, nymph, one of the Hamadrydds.
pursued her, but she would have none of him.

Syrinx was a

Pan loved her and
Calling on her fellow-

nymphs, or on the earth (Gaea) for rescue, she either sank into the
earth or was transformed into a bed of reeds.

Pan, ·finding the reeds

that now were or grew over her body, cut them and connected seven
together, making the first Pipes of Pan.

Pan called these pipes

"Syrinx" in honor of the nymph (Baker, 1913; Rose, 1969).
Syrinx begins in Bb minor and used a basic theme which is
constant throughout the piece.
much chromatic movement.

It has an ABA form and makes use of

Use of the whole tone scale is very notice-

able in the ending passage.
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Preparation and performance of the piece
Many difficulties were discovered with this piece.
1.

Maintaining constant pure tone with every note.

2.

Finger techniques.

3.

Use of dynamics.

4.

Breathing.

5.

Tasteful use of vibrato.

6.

Phrasing.

They include:

Doubling on other woodwind instruments is especially harmful to
the flute embouchure.
incl~ded

Therefore, careful warm-up was vital.

It

playing ascending and descending long tones on the chromatic

\

scale starting with C2•

Making sure the embouchure is flexible is a

necessity in order to produce low notes that are as pure as the high
notes.

This purity is important no matter what the interval from the

preceding note is.
Daily practice is also a must.

Unless it is carefully done, the

appropriate muscles cannot be stimulated and will, therefore, relax.
If a day of practice is missed, it takes one day of serious work just
to return to the level at which one was previously playing.
day of further learning is lost.

Hence, a

Daily practice is pertinent in

developing that pure sound desired on the flute.
Finger exercises were used as the second step to the daily warmup.

Throughout the warm-up session tonguing technique, fingering

technique, tone production, and vibrato were constantly checked and
corrected.
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Listening to recordings of the piece was helpful in interpreting
t he style.

This piece tells a story and, therefore, the performer

should present it in a manner that may be understood by all.

Chante Sans Paroles
The piece
Tschaikowsky began to study piano at the age of seven.

His

family showed absolutely no interest in music, however, never
with young Peter's interests.

di~agreed

Many of the pieces that brought him

much fame were written because of the various tragedies he had experienced.

He wrote symphonies, overtures, operas, chamber music, songs,

and religious choruses.

Vienna seemed to be very critical of his

music with the reviews it gave.

Ironically, American and England

were the only two countries instantly attracted to Tschaikowsky' s
music.

Gradually, Europe came to discover more of his music, but the

enemy still seemed to be the press.

After writing his final "Pathetic

Symphony" he fell ill in a cholera epidemic.
November 6, 1893.

He died four days later·,

His personal life ended in anxiety and emotion

because of his fear of humanity.

His music, however, expresses the

dark corners inside, exposing his genius.
Chante Sans Paroles is a smooth-flowing composition.

It is

arranged in an ABAB form, beginning in the key of A minor and
contrasting back and forth into the key of C major.
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The most difficult part of this piece is not the finger technique,
but the long phrases.
breaks.

The piece is in a 2/4 meter and has few resting

The longest break is only two measures, not long enough to

allow for much rest.

Therefore, the oboist must have adequate

endurance, which comes only through daily work.
The continuous flowing passages must be treated dynamically with
much care.

The following points are those that the performer must

carefully rehearse before attempting the performance of this piece:
1.

Soft legato tongue.

2.

Long and short grace notes.

3.

Double grace notes.

4.

Phrasing.

5.

Endurance to the end of the piece.

6.

Even finger movement.

Preparation and performance of the piece
The biggest problem in performing this piece was that of
endurance.
maintained.

Fatigue set in, as was expected; however, control was
The reed being used also created some problems, in that

it wouldn't respond in a normal manner.
were very hard to control.

Hence, the ends of phrases

The writer plans to continue his work and

study compositions similar to the work performed.
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Concerto for Clarinet (K622)
The piece
The Concerto for Clarinet was written in October of 1791 by

w. A. Mozart, about two months before his death. It is the only
clarinet concerto written by Mozart.
very close friends, Anton Stadler.

It was written for one of his
The piece has been published in

over twenty-three editions, all of which are slightly varied.

The

reason for this is that Stadler lost the original manuscripts of the
concerto.

It is suspected that the original was written for Stadler's

clarinet, which was capable of playing to a low C (a third lower than
the present day.clarinet is able to do).

Because of that, forty-three

passages had to be transposed so the piece could be played on standard
clarinets.

The only remaining original sketch of the piece is a

fragment of the Concerto for basset horn (Etheridge, 1979).
This piece has three movements:

Andante, Adagio, and Allegro.

The exposition of the Andante movement contains three different
phrases that are the main motifs of this movement.

They are:

--If -I

[I

z

etc.
Figure 1. Three basic themes used in the "Andante"
movement of the Mozart Clarinet Concerto.
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This movement requires a very even tempo without much variation,
as do all three movements.

As the ends of various sections are

approached, it is appropriate for the performer to use a little rubato.
The piano accompaniment is a very intricate part of performing the
piece.

It requires much technical training with a metronome for

evenness, as does the solo part.

Both the clarinetist and the pianist

must understand each other's part in order to achieve homogeneity of
the music.
The second movement ("Adagio") is very expressive and lyrical.
As the performer practices this section it is discovered that only
one tempo is appropriate for playing the piece.

The tempo moves fast

enough to keep the piece flowing and yet slow enough to allow for the
proper expression.
Dynamically one needs to be cautious with the phrasing of this
movement.

Each statement ends dynamically, including the opening

statement.
The movement then develops rhythmically.

It is interesting to

note that none of the highly technical rhythms detracts from the
expression of the piece. . This is the approach the performer should
take while preparing this section.
The performer should check the development section to make sure
it has been edited properly, especially in bars 49, SO, and 51.

I

Ij

,: I

J

I I'

I

'

I \ )

.s-o

.I j I br

a

~

I

Figure 2. The correct notation for measures 49, SO,
and 51 in the "Adagio" movement of the Mozart Clarinet
Concerto.
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The cadenza of this section also varies with each edition.

The

taste of the performer has much to do with which cadenza should be
used.

The performer should, indeed, study many editions and listen

to many performances before determining which will be used.
The "Adagio" movement recapitulates to the beginning theme and
ends with a coda section that uses repetitive motifs which gradually
bring the piece to a close.
The third movement ("Allegro") is written in a Rondo format.

It

is a light, moving section in 6/8 meter and, like the first movement,
has a very strict tempo without much variation.

The only time tempo

is varied is at the end of each of the sections.
If the performer has practiced scales and arpeggios of all sorts
he will be much more prepared for this section.

The following are some

of the difficult tendencies of each section.
I.

II.

III.

CODA.

Phrasing
G major scale
Trills--begin with the top note
G7 arpeggio
o 7 arpeggio
C arpeggio
A arpeggio
Eb major scale
Grace notes
Controlled high tones--pitch
G major scale
Chromatic scale
Articulation
C arpeggio
B diminished arpeggio
Rapic intervalic jumps

All the scales and arpeggios mentioned above should be practiced
with a metronome to the point of memorization.
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As the performer listens to many recordings and examines many
editions of the Concerto, it is discovered that much of the articulation
in the composition is very controversial.

The following is an example

of the way some of the articulation differs:

.

.

Figure 3. A comparison of two editions of the "Allegro"
movement, measure 69, of the Mozart Clarinet Concerto.
In the two editions compared by the writer, there were some
fifty-eight major articulation differences in the first movement alone.
Actually, there is not a wrong or right way to interpret these
differences.

Through listening to other works of Mozart one might

prefer one edition over others.

In the 1979 April and June issues of

The Instrumentalist, an extensive review of performing Mozart's
Clarinet Concerto is written by David Etheridge.

It is his view of

the way the Concerto should be performed and gives the performer some
very worthwhile ideas on its performance.
Preparation and performance of the piece
A major problem in performing this piece was that of intonation.
This was especially noticeable with the throat tones, n2 and E3 •
clarinet being used had some problems.

The

The more the performer would

battle with humoring, the more other areas were detracted from musically.
Problems of even finger movement, making every note count, and
too rapid tempos were also noticeable.

The performer recognizes the

difficulty of this piece and plans to continue its study.
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Concertina da Camera
The piece
Jacques Ibert ( 1890-1962), born in Paris, was motivated by his
mother, a pianist.

In college, he chose to study music instead of

drama, which he had a previous interest in.
had begun.

Thus, his musical career

Ibert experimented with many different sounds and intervals,

proving himself to be a definite twentieth century composer.

Henry

Prunieres stated that Ibert was "a true musician who always aquainted
himself with all the resources, all the subtleties of his art".
His music had two stylistic tendencies.

One is satirical--noted

in his opera "le Roi d' Y.vetot" and the "divertissrnent" for orchestra.
The other is a more serious type of music, nee-Impressionistic music
filled with subtle nuances, and the refinements of Impressionistic
writing.

Examples of his serious writings include "Escales" as well as

the "Concertina da Camera".
Ibert was appointed director of the Academy of Rome, the first
musician to hold the position.

After World War II he was appointed

assistant director of the Paris Opera and worked with opera until his
retirement in 1957.

Ibert fell i l l when he finished his final

composition, "Movement Symphonique", and died February S, 1962.

His

major works include ballets, chamber music, choral music, orchestra
music, piano music and vocal solos.
Concertina da Camera (concerto for a box or small room), \'las
written and first performed in Paris on May 2, 1935.
three movements:

It is written in

Allegro Con Moto, Larghetto, and Anirnato Molto.

It
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begins with the piano briskly going through tPxee meter changes in
seven measures before the soloist begins.

The "A" section ends as

the performer rushes up to a high "A" in the altissimo register.

The

piece then gives the technical work to the pianist as the performer
plays a more sustained "B" section which develops into a rapid
technical area ( "C").

This movement then recapitulates into the "A"

section and ends in unison with the accompanist.
The second movement is a slow Larghetto section which begins
with the

so~ist

introducing the section for twenty-four bars.

The

pianist enters and helps the performer by reinforcing the dynamic
changes which are very important.

If graphed dynamically this section

would look as follows:

Figure 4. Graph representing the dynamic development
of the"Larghetto" section from the Concertina da Camera.
As this section ends, the thirs movement starts immediately v.Jith
the pianist introducing the main theme (Animate Malta).

'

!

"'

(

~

:If.,.
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Figure 5. Piano accompaniment as the "Animato Mol to"
section is introduced.

ek.
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The soloist then enters, repeating the same theme a fourth lower.

Figure 6. Theme as introduced in the solo part of the
"Animato Mol to" section of the Concertina da Camera.
This movement is in an A-B-cadenaz-A-Coda form.
The "B" section contrasts with some extremely delicate articulation,
which then builds both dynamically and technically and ends very
delicately with a chromatic scale up to Db which demands a light,
but fast tongue.
The cadenza of this piece has an introduction into it, beginning
with a D-Eb trill.

The articulation marking as this develops is very

important, as well as interesting.

Figure 7. Example of the articulation marking in the
cadenza of the "Animato Mol to" section of the Concertina
da Camera.
It is important to practice so that every note may be heard.

The

cadenza then feeds back into the final section of this movement,
repeating the opening theme a fourth higher.

As the piece ends,

i ntensity is built by using gynamic changes, rhythmic changes and
articulation changes.

The tongue is used more as the intensity increases.

Figure 8. Example comparing the development of the
dynamic level to that of the articulation as the
Concerto da Camera ends.
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The piece finally ends as the soloist arpegiates from low F#
t o high F#, which is accented by the accompanist.
Preparation and performance of the piece
The piece is a serious selection, requiring much preparation
on the part of the performer.

The solo part is very technical but

is matched in difficulty by the complexity of the piano accompaniment.
Coordinating the accompaniment to the solo requires much team work.
The complexity of the accompaniment is due to the large, fastmoving intervalic jumps, the meter changes, and the many accidentals.
The soloist and accompanist should both listen to the performance of
the piece to understand its structure and develop a concept of how
the piece should be performed.

One of the largest barriers is found

at the beginning of the piece as the piano goes from a 2/4 meter to
a 5/8 meter to a 3/4 meter.

The swift-moving meter changes make it

extremely difficult for the soloist to enter in the proper place.
The concertino demands that the performer breathe in a very
controlled manner.

If controlled breathing has not been a practiced

technique, the performance of this piece becomes an impossibility.
Indeed, the performer must go through the piece and decide where
breathing would be appropriate.

For example, the first phrase of the

piece demands a breath lasting only three measures.
second breath must last seven and a half measures.
especially

nec~ssary

However, the
Breath control is

as the soloist approaches an extensive phrase

played in the lower register of the saxophone which rushes up to the
high A (altissimo).
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!

C,f'cSC. ,

Figure 9. Example of a long phrase reqw.r.u1g breath
control found in the "Allegro Con Mota" section of the
Concertina da Camera.
The following phrase is one that requires much work with the
little finger coordination, as well as breath control.

If the

performer has thoroughly practiced the B major and chromatic scale,
the coordination problems with the left little finger will be limited.
Thus, the importance of practicing scales is accentuated.

Figure 10. An example of how practicing scales applies
directly to the performance of this phrase from the first
movement of Concertina da Camera.
Only through consistent practice is this piece learned.

Each

section should be rehearsed to the point of memorization in order to
maintain consistency with every phrase.
Use of the metronome is very helpful in establishing tempos.
Probably most important is the establishment of coordination
between the soloist and accompanist.

Without this coordination the

piece will not work, regardless of how well either individual knows
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t he music.

This coordination is achieved through much joint practice

and the concentration of both the soloist and the accompanist.

Caprice en forme de Valse
The piece
Caprice en forme de Valse is an unaccompanied piece for saxophone,
written for Marcel Mule by Paul Bonneau.
This is a moving, humorous piece including many demanding
technical sections.

It introduces a main theme, then develops into three

other motifs that seem to recall the main theme.

The use of extensive

chromatic movement acts as a bridge from one section to another using
much repetition with varying dynamics.

The final "Allegretto" section

develops into a very majestic but technical finish as it tapers to a
close.
The success of the piece depends greatly upon the musicality of
the performer.

Each note bears an importance in each phrase and must

be approached as such, no matter how rapid the tempo may be.

Evenness

of rhythms is an example of having full control in the first statement
of the main theme.

Figure 11. Example of the main theme from Caprice en
forme de Valse.
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The humor of this piece is revealed as the performer plays the
final section.

The continuation of four cadenza-like phrases puts

the ending off four times and comes to a rest on a trilling G#.
The piece, them still dying down, recapitulates to two of the preceeding
phrases in a softer dolce style.

The piece tries to come alive again,

but dies with three descending C#'s, in octaves.
The difficulties in the preparation of this piece included the
following:
a.

Making each note count.

b.

Even rhythms.

c.

Rapid tonguing.

d.

Slurred intervallic jumps.

e.

Proper phrasing.

f.

Even trills.

g.

Grace notes.

Problems of the performance
The biggest problem occurred while trying to keep an even
flow when suggesting each new idea.

Because this piece is unaccompanied,

the importance of maintaining continuity is accentuated.

This piece is

a standard among saxophonists and the performer plans on maintaining
its technique.
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The performer must have the chromatic scale under his fingers
before attempting this piece.

'

:

Theme B ("meno mosso").

l
Motif #1, "Valse Rubato"

Motif #2, "Moderato"

L

t;

·aiJ

; . •:c.

i===s=t/

Motif #3, "Moderato"
Figure 12. Illustrations demonstrating the form of
Caprice en forme de Valse.
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A COMPARISON BE'IWEEN THE FOUR \vOODWINDS

Introduction
The doubling musician should look at each instrwnent in its own
personality.

A person who plays the oboe should consider himself an

oboist, not a saxophone player who plays oboe, flute or clarinet.
same applies to all the instrtunents.

The

True, woodwind instrtunents have

many things in common, but it is the uncommon elements that present
the problems.
The following section reviews various concepts of playing such
as tone production, embouchure development, breath control and support,
finger control, use of the tongue, vibrato, and the warm-up session as
applied to flute, clarinet, saxophone and oboe.

/

Flute
Tone production
The lips are very important in tone production when playing the
flute.

They must transfer the air supply into a small jet that will

not spread out further than the outer edges of the mouth hole of the
flute.

The lips also must be flexible in altering their shape as

needed for the various notes.
Sound is produced by placing the mouth hole just below the
middle of the lower lip.

While the lips are being kept gently closed,
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they should be extended in order to blow a "pin hole" of air between
them.

As this stream of air focuses and strikes the outer edge of the

mouth hole the flute will sound.
Embouchure development
There are many ways to describe the flute embouchure:
- think "poo"
- think "p-our"

- pucker lips, as in pouting
- don't smile, "smirk"
- act as if blowing on a birthday candle, as to bend the flame
- lengthen the distance between the nose and the top lip
- pucker lips
- extend the interior of the lips.
Development of the flute embouchure is very important in producing
a pure tone characteristic on the flute.

Each note of the flute

requires a different amount of opening of the lips.

The performer must

be able to play each note with the proper tone, at will.
Probably the best basic exercise for developing a clear pure tone
is continuous playing of long tones--ascending, descending and also
in intervals.
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Figure 13. Exercises that help the development of
tone in the low register.
A good test of flexibility is to over-blow the low notes in
order to play the upper harmonic notes.
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0

Figure 13a. Exercise for overblowing low notes by
playing the upper harmonics for embouchure flexibility.
Depending on what note is

H. I 411 N OT:E.S

being played, the aperture of
the hole must change:
Law NoU..S

The higher the note:
1.

The greater the compression of the lips.

2.

The less their downward tension.

3.

The smaller the aperture.

4.

The greater the control of air given out.

The lower the note:
1.

The less compression of the lips.

2.

The more their downward tension.

3.

The larger the aperture.

4.

The greater the amount of breath given out.

When playing the flute there is a difference in the opening of
the teeth for each note.

This could be compared to the opening of the

throat when approaching the lower register of the saxophone, clarinet
or oboe.
Therefore, the lower the pitch, the greater the separation of
the top and lower teeth and vice versa.

This might be referred to as

"reaching down with the top lip", as one descends.
vary when ascending and descending dynamically.

This movement may
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Ascending Decrescendo--great movement.
Descending Decrescendo--little or no movement.
Ascending Crescendo--little or no movement.
Descending Decrescendo--great movement.
Breath control
Much work is required to have full control of the air supply.
This requires that the flutist must be able to obtain, quickly and
easily, the adequate amount of air and that there must be a good
command of the air given out.
Proper use of the diaphragm is very important in playing the
flute, as it is with all wind instruments.
control comes mostly from embouchure.

However, with the flute,

When the aperture allows air

to be lost, the performer will find himself taking air too often,
causing hyperventilation, dizziness and an airy tone.

Using and

focusing the correct amount of air on the mouth hole is imperative.
It is also important that the amount of air taken in coordinates with
the length of the phrase being played.

This allows the performer to

perform with more comfort physically as well as musically.

Hence, the

performer should take a breath only where one phrase ends and another
begins- Phrase endings should also be approached carefully to prevent
the pitch from going flat.

This is done by carefully lifting the head

as the dynamic level decreases.

The result will be the flute rolling

out, thus raising the pitch appropriately.
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Finger control
The fingerings of the flute are indeed very similar to the fingerings
of the other woodwind instruments.

There are small differences, however,

that present problems for thd doubling musician.

Practice and review

are the best ways to overcome intra-instrumental problems.

Some of

these problems are:
1.

The Eb key is always held down, except on D1 and D2
for resonating and intonation purposes, depending on
the flute.

2.

F# is played with the third finger. (Saxophone players
often play it with the second finger.)

3.

The most reliable Bb is the 1 and 1 fingering. This
fingering should be taught before the alternate double
thumb fingering is taught.

4.

Although the al tissimo register of the flute can be
played by over-blowing the lower notes to get the
harmonic tones, a completely different set of fingerings
exists which are similar to the fingerings of the lower
register.
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Figure 14. The correct fingerings for the altissimo
register of the flute.
Proper playing position is also very important.

In order for the

flute to be played comfortably, certain points of balance must be
maintained:
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a.

the indentation of the chin

b.

the table of the index finger of the left hand

c.

the thumb of the right hand being opposite the second
finger of the left hand

d.

the left little finger depresses the Eb key.

Again, because of the differences between the various vloodwinds,
it is important to train the fingers to depress and release all the
keys equally without any excessive force of unnecessary movement.
Practice of scales, etudes and intervalic studies with the use of
a metronome is vital in the development of the finger techniques.
The use of the tongue
The tongue is a very important tool in producing the correct
articulation on the flute.

Unlike the other woodwind instruments, the

basic tongue movement does not relate to the "ta ta" or "te te"
syllabization, but to the "do do" syllabization using the tip of the
tongue behind the top teeth.

It is soon discovered that as a player

uses that "ta ta" relationship, the notes will be too percussive,
having too much tongue and no tone.

A more percussive articulation

may be used as the music calls for it.

However, the soft tonguing

action should be maintained the majority of the time.
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A good tonguing exercise for the development of this type of
tonguing is:
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Figure 15.

Tongue exercise for flute.

If the performer hears the wrong type of articulation, he should
start over again at the beginning of the exercise.

This exercise also

develops speed in tonguing and should be done often with the use of a
metronome.
Vibrato
Vibrato is a tool used to enhance and enrich the tone of the
diaphragm which causes the air stream to spin through the flute.
This vibrato is similar to that used by the oboist but should not be
confused with the type of vibrato some ovoists use--that of forcing the
constrictor muscle in the throat to pulsate in a similar action.

This
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type of vibrato has a tendency to be very jerky and can in no way spin
the air stream.
Diaphragm Vibrato

-----

Constrictor Muscle Vibrato

......

The following exercise can be used to develop controlled diaphragm
vibrato on the flute.
1.

Experiment with "diaphragm pushes" in quarter note successions.

2.

Play a scale of whole notes applying two pulsations to
each beat.

3.

As good control is maintained, change the pulsation rate to
3-4-5-6-7 per beat.

4.

The normal pulsation rate should not exceed five to six
pulsations a second.

This exercise should be applied to a solo or etude in order to
understand the application of vibrato.

Daily practice and use of

vibrato is imperative in order to maintain the control it requires.
Clarinet
Embouchure development
To discuss the tone production of the clarinet, one must deal
directly with the embouchure.

Easiest changes come as one changes

from a firm embouchure to a less firm embouchure.

An

example of this

would be the change from saxophone to clarinet.
The following steps define the clarinet embouchure:
1.

Bend about one half of the red portion of the bottom
lip over the bottom · teeth.

2.

The chin should be flat and somewhat pointed. If too
much lip is allowed over the reed, the tone will be
dampened and dulled. Howard Klugg suggests the idea
that the natural indentation between the chin and the
red portion of the lip should be retained and that the
I
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stretch should come from that point upwards. This
has a tendency to keep the student from having excess
lip bunched up under the reed.
3.

The top teeth are placed on top of the mouthpiece
firmly. The top lip is responsible for sealing the
mouthpiece in the mouth, preventing any air from
escaping.

4.

The corners of the mouth should be firm and in a
slight smile. Control should come from the corners
of the lips, not the center.

5.

The embouchure remains firm and unmoving throughout
the entire range of the instrument. The corners should
be slightly pulled back to help in the high register.
Beginners need not worry about that, but should be
instructed to maintain a firm unmoving embouchure.

6.

Tonguing should be free of the jaw.
bad habit that must be corrected.

Jaw movement is a

The clarinet embouchure is a delicate embouchure that requires
firmness and immobility.

The slightest movement creates squawks and

uncharacteristic sounds.

The clarinetist should listen to other

performers and recordings in order to visualize the correct clarinet
sound.

It is also helpful to play along with one who has a well-

developed tone.
Warm-up session
Before one begins his daily practice, a warm-up session is very
advantageous.

It is during this time that one Norks on speed development

of the tongue, development of finger techniques, tone and pitch development, breathing, and the general tendencies of the reeds.

This is a

time for making adjustments to faster tempos, more difficult scales,
different finger techniques, and making reed adjustments.
are applicable to all instruments.
usually has:

These things

If one warms-up carefully, he
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a.

more endurance

b.

a more productive practice session

c.

better tone

d.

better finger techniques

e.

a faster tongue

f.

better control of pitch.

Because the metronome requires strict tempos and even finger
movement, it should be used throughout the warm-up session.
Finger control and development
As one switches from a closed-hole instrument to an open-hole
instrument, inconsistencies of the fingers are magnified.

Careful

practice using the metronome will help focus on proper finger movement.
The performer should constantly be familiar with the chromatic scale,
major and minor scales, _and arpeggios of all sorts.
Fingering difficulties result from having to make a finger movement
that one is not used to.

This can definitely affect tone production,

especially if holes are not covered.
Differences come in the following areas:
a.

range

b.

no octave key

c.

throat tones

d.

upper register (altissimo).

In order to accomplish control with the above mentioned differences,
one must work hard and be consistent in practice.

Because of the many

differences in the fingerings and fingering techniques, one should
study clarinet as being un-associated from the other woodwind instruments.
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Tonguing
The precise embouchure of the clarinet requires the tongue to
move in a very exact manner.

When the firmness of the embouchure is

interrupted, accidents occur.

If the jaw moves while tonguing, the

firmness of the embouchure is interrupted.

Often, teachers tolerate

the moving jaw in beginning clarinet students.

True, in the lower

register of the clarinet this movement is not very noticeable.

However,

when the student gets more advanced, playing into the altissimo
register, the moving jaw dilemma is discovered.

It is also discovered

that it is almost too late to try to solve the bad habit.

The time to

solve this problem is when first learning to play, by not letting it
happen.

One mistake is created when the teacher gives an example of

tonguing by saying "ta ta ta", etc.

The syllable "ta11 requires much

jaw movement which is contrary to the principle being taught.

To

better exemplify tonguing, the syllable "te te te", etc., shows no jaw
movement.

This also keeps the corners of the mouth back, which

encourages and reinforces proper clarinet embouchure.
The length of the tongue is directly related to the type of tonguing
one can do.

This area differs with saxophone in that if abrupt tongue

movements are made while playing the clarinet, tone production might
be affected.

Hence, the performer must be very cautious with the tongue.

The clarinetist should work to develop the various types of articulation
in a way that tone production will not be affected.
legato tonguing as well as crisp marcato tonguing.

This includes light
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In summary, a clarinet player's ability may be explained as the
total balance between three concepts:

tone, technical control, and

pitch.

7'ott£

Figure 16. The perfect pyramid of fine clarinet
playing. i'lhen a corner . is taken or diminished to
any degree the perfect pyramid no longer exists.
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Oboe
Embouchure
The basic oboe embouchure is formed by placing the reed in the
mouth, letting it rest on the bottom lip, which is rolled over the
bottom teeth.

The top lip is then rolled over the top teeth as it seals

down around the reed.
than one-half inch.
inside t.'le mouth.

The reed should not enter the mouth any more
Actually, only 1/16 to l/8 of an inch is exposed

One should think the vowel sounds "A" as the mouth

opens and "0" as the lips form around the reed.

This could be compared

to the "EE-UU'' in the embouchure of the clarinet.

The oboe embouchure

should resemble that of the saxophone, being more rounded.

Teachers

should be careful not to allow a long stretched-out embouchure.

This

type of embouchure is undesireable, since it allows for little control.
Before the student attempts to make a sound using the instrument,
he should check the reed by seeing if it will squawk.

To do this the

embouchure previously described is used and the concept of blowing with
support is also necessary.

As is true with any instrument, in order to

produce a sound, the performer must:
1.

Form the correct embouchure on the mouth.

2.

Place the instrument in or on the mouth.

3.

Take a breath.

4.

Set the tongue.

5.

Blow.

6.

Release the tongue.

(Taken from a classroom handout by Dr. Max F. Dalby.)
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Because the opening of the oboe reed is very small, breath support
becomes very important.

This means that the velocity of the air column

must be maintained by the muscle action of the diaphragm.

If this sort

of breath support is not constant, pitch will not be constant.

This is

especially noticeable as the oboist approaches the upper register.

A

lack of breath will cause the oboe to be very flat.
The oboe works just opposite that of the clarinet and saxophone.
The faster the air velocity, the sharper the note will be.
The oboe is similar to other in.struments in that the resonating
chamber is the throat of the performer, not the instrument itself.
One can experiment in singing high and low pitches recognizing the
opening and closing of the

aperture of the throat.

The tongue also

moves as the pitch varies.

The relationship is as follows:

High notes

Low notes

1.

Tongue is up

1.

Tongue is down.

2.

Aperature of throat closes.

2.

Aperture of throat opens.

If the performer does not allow this physical movement .to take place,
the tone production of the various notes will be very difficult.
The tqne of the oboe may be affected by the embouchure, and, of
course, the type of reed being used.

A nice soft sound may be maintained

by dampening the reed with more lip and less air.

The performer should

experiment with this concept to develop control of sound.
This concept has a direct relationship to phrasing, or ending a
musical sentence.

When the end of a phrase comes, the oboist simply

rolls the lips in and gradually quits blowing.

When the lips are rolled

in, they get firmer, holding the pitch up as the airstream diminishes.
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The beginner learns the first steps of phrasing by correctly
starting the note with the tongue and ending it by simply rolling
the lips in as one quits blowing.
A big mistake of band teachers is

d
t _.;"
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__.?

that of allowing their beginning oboe players to end the note with
the tongue.

This habit is terribly hard to break as the student

advances and is very frustrating to the student.
The oboist should use the concepts discussed for playing in tune
with other players.

Only through listening, adjusting the air stream

and maintaining correct embouchure can an oboe be played in tune.
Therefore, it takes a good ear to play the oboe with proper pitch.
Warm-up session
It has been said that the oboist must use more muscles to play
this instrument than any other performer.
oboe requires a careful warm-up period.

Because of this fact, the
The warm-up period is important

to the oboist for the following reasons:
1.

To build muscles in the embouchure.

2.

To develop tone control.

3.

To check the reed.
a.

Help the performer get a feel for the reed being
used--how careful attacks and releases must be.

b.

Let the performer realize i f there is a need for a
different reed or reed adjustment.

c.

Check intonation of the reed.

4.

To develop proper techniques of breathing.

5.

To develop finger techniques.

6.

To develop the techniques of tonguing and accuracy.
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It should not be taken for granted that al l oboes are instruments
of good quality.

All oboes should be checked by a responsible oboist

to discover if the oboe is in working condition.

It is also advisable

to maintain instruments of good pitch and good tone.

A student cannot

be responsible for playing music with an instrument that does not work
or play well.
Vibrato
Vibrato on the oboe is a very necessary concept in making the sound
rich in quality.

It also plays a vital part in musical expression.

Vibrato on the oboe is much like that on the flute, a diaphragm vibrato.
It should not be confused with that of the saxophone, a jaw vibrato.
Vibrato for oboe may be taught in the same manner as that of flute.
1.

Start by blowing on the finger, pulsating the air with
pushes from the diaphragm in a uniform manner.

2.

Apply this to playing a long tone scale.

3.

Start with two pulsations on each quarter note and work
up to six or seven pulsations per quarter note as the student
advances.

4.

Apply the concept of vibrato to a solo or etude so the student
will understand the application of it.

Indeed, vibrato is a very personal concept and allows the performer
to better express himself.

However, if a performer allows the diaphragm

vibrato to become a throat-constrictor muscle vibrato the concept of
vibrato is destroyed.

The tone should be allowed to spin through the

This does not mean that the vibrato cannot center in the throat area,
having its origin in the stomach area.
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In summary, the vibEato should:
1.

Be smooth.

2.

Be even.

3.

Be independent of various dynamic levels.

4.

Spin through the instrument, not jerk.

Breath control
Because the size of the aperture of the reed is so small, the
performer can play for quite some time \vith one breath.

However,

physically, the performer must take a breath as the body needs air.
Therefore, he must judge the music in order to locate the best places
for breathing.
\~hen

taking a breath it becomes necessary to occasionally

exhale to prevent hyperventilation.

Inhaling after the first phrase

and then doing an "exhale, inhale" will allow the body a renewal of
f resh air.

After training, the performer can control his breathing

to a greater extent.

However, the common problem of needing oxygen

still exists.
As with any piece, the performer should be musical about this
breathing.

Too many times music educators will allow their students

to take a breath of air anytime and in any fashion.

This is an in-

justice to the student and reinforces a bad habit which becomes very
difficult to break.
The student should take a breath only at the end of a musical
statement.

If breathing occurs in the middle of a statement, the phrase

is broken up and its musical meaning diminishes.
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The performer should take a breath in a very delicate style.
a phrase ends, the dynamic level usually lessens.

As

ivhen the velocity

of air lessens, the pitch will also drop if care is not taken.

To

maintain the correct pitch, the oboist must roll the lips inward as he
gradually stops blowing.

Of course, to have full control over this

technique much practice is required.

While practicing this, the oboist

should listen carefully for evenness of sound and steadiness of pitch.
As the phrase ends, the sensation of the pitch going a little sharp is
a good sign of proper phrasing.

If music teachers teach their beginning

oboists this concept, they will become more musically sensitive to what
is played.
person.

Indeed, a successful oboist must be a very musically sensitive

The more this can be demonstrated by the teacher, the more

musical the student will become.
At this time, the teacher should also be aware of tongue stopping.
This should not be allowed until the student has full control of the
techniques just discussed.

The phrase should be allowed to dissipate

as the air diminishes.
Breath support
Breath support is a must when playing the oboe.

The proper use

of support in correlation with a correct embouchure allows the oboist
to play with proper pitch.
The oboe is unlike the saxophone and clarinet in that the more
velocity one places behind the airstream, the higher the pitch will
become.
notes.

This force becomes crucial as the oboist approaches the upper
The following is a graph of the amount of air needed for

playing notes in the various registers.
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Figure 17. Chart depicting the increase of the
velocity of air when ascending.
The power of the velocity can only be judged by the ear of the
performer.

When playing high nc::ttes the velocity of air must increase

but the degree of that increase can only be determined by the ear of
the performer.

Hence, the oboist must have a good sense of pitch.

Finger techniques
In comparing fingerings of the oboe to those of saxophone, flute
or clarinet, one soon discovers that there are many similarities.
However, the techniques of fingering the oboe are very different from
those of the other woodwinds.
The following is a comparison of finger positions of the four
woodwind instruments:
Oboe

fingertips (no fingernails allowed)

Clarinet

pads of fingers

Saxophone

pads of fingers

Flute

pads of fingers

The difference of finger techniques is due to the construction
of the instrument.

The oboe is, of course, conical and thin.

Because

of its size and the placement of the keys, use . of the tips of the fingers
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is a must.

This is especially noticeable as one plays notes controlled

by the little fingers.

c,

from C# to

Because of some fingering requirements going

all must be done with the right hand little finger.

To

help the little finger move with more ease from one key to &lather, it
may be oiled by rubbing the side of the nose.

This skin oil enables the

little finger to move more rapidly.
The oboist should work with the scales, as does any other instrumentalist, to develop speed, smoothness, and control.

The use of the

metronome is still applicable.
Basic fingering techniques for the oboe that differ from the other
woodwind instruments include the following:
1.

The high altissimo notes from C up.

2.

The use of the three register keys.

3.

Use of the half

4.

Use of the alternate Eb, D# key.

5.

Use of the Bb and

6.

Use of the low

7.

Use of the low B and Bb.

8.

Use of the various trill keys.

wh~le

c,

(a roll back and forth, not a jump).

c.
C# and Eb.

Beginning oboists will not have to worry about playing any higher
than high

c 3 or C3# for many years.

If the music goes too high,

students try to fake the notes with poor . fingering substitutes by using
trill keys.

Probably the worst-violated note of all is the high

played open, as is that of the saxophone.

c#,

The following is a sheet of

exercises that help develop facility in difficult fingerings.
correct fingerings for the upper notes are also included.

The
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Figure 18.

Technical development exercise for oboe.

Making reeds for the oboe
Making the double reed for oboe is a special art among musicians.
In order to develop a reed that maintains good tone and proper pitch,
much \vork and time are required.
oboe reed is patience.

The tool most necessary to make the

Without patience, oboists shave the reed down
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too much, cut off too much of the reed, chip the tip off the reed
due to careless carving or actions, make the sides unevern, do not
allow enough aging time for the cane, and/or do not mount the cane
properly on the staple.

Problems such as these may be solved by individual

experience and practice.
Supplies necessary for making a reed include:reed knife, mandril,
plac, tieing string, gouged cane, razor blade, cutting mound, fingernail

,

polish, bee's wax, fish-skin (gold digger skin), metric ruler, and
brass wire of the appropriate size (22-28 guage).
These are the steps recommended by the writer for making the
oboe reed:
Day 1
1.

Soak gouged cane at least thirty minutes in water.

2.

Taper the ends of the cane by scraping them carefully.

3.

Fold the cane and attach it to the staple. It should measure
from 69 centimeters to 73+ centimeters (depending on climate,
the type of scrape used, and the skill of the reed maker-longer for beginners to compensate for mistakes).

4.

Hold the attached reed in the left hand (if right handed,
vise versa).

5.

Tie up on the cane until the sides close, making sure the
staple is centered.

6.

vlhen the sides are closed, simply go across the thread and
tie down the staple until reaching the cork.

7.

Tie off by using two half-hitches.

8.

Cut the ends leaving enough to tie them into a square knot.

9.

Paint the string with fingernail polish or bee's wax the
string before starting, or both, if necessary.

10.

Let the reed dry at least over-night for the best results.
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(It should be explained that no two pieces of cane are the same. The
length of one reed might end up being longer than that of another and
still maintain the same pitch. Hence, the length of the reed can be
determined only after playing the reed. At that time, minor adjustments
are made.)
Day 2
1.

Before each step, pencil in what and where you are going to
scrape.

2.

Bevel the tip to form the lay, being about three centimeters
long. Be careful not to take off too much. Make straight
level strokes forward.

3.

Sketch in the heart and sides of the reed and be careful not
to carve in these areas. Then, carving the back, the object
is to make both halves and both sides of cane the same in
thickness. Long strokes are difficult for beginners with the
reed knife; however, these are recommended by the writer.
Simply place the knife at the bottom of the back and make a
long gentle stroke toward the tip. After taking about ten
strokes from each side, stop.

4.

It is now time to cut the tip. Using the cutting mound, cut
just enough off the tip to expose two independent blades.
Square off with the razor blade.

5.

Try to make the reed squawk to determine thickness.

6.

The very tip should be almost paper-thin.
scraping should be done using the plac.

7.

Adjustments should be made very carefully since a small mistake
will ruin the reed.

8.

The oboist must now play the reed to determine what minor
adjustments need to be made. Here is a list that could help
the oboist determine where to scrape. Remember, one can
always take more cane off; but none can be added to the reed.
Therefore, test the reed after taking only one or two scrapes
to avoid over-scraping.

From now on, all
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Oboe reed adjustment
If the reed is:
- too hard, scrape the heart.
- not responding in low register, scrape the back.
- not playing in high register, scrape the tip.
- too flat, cut the tip and remake it.
- too sharp, scrape the back.
- too bright, cut off the tip.
- too dull, scrape the heart and tip.

Figure 19.

The oboe reed.
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Saxophone
Use of the saxophone
Too many times the saxophone-. ±s considered a jazz instrument
first, and then a legitimate instrument.

The writer has found that i f

the situation is reversed, first legitimate playing, then jazz, the
student will progress in both areas in a quicker, more consistent
manner.

How can a saxophonist swing a C major scale i f he first

cannot play a C major scale?
saxophone

~st

Indeed, the basic concepts of playing

be established before exploring the other areas of music.

It is up to the teacher to lay this foundation for the student and then
advance the student to the other areas of playing.
Saxophone embouchure
The saxophone embouchure, in comparison to the embouchure of
the clarinet, is considered to be a less firm embouchure.

It is

similar to that of the oboe in the way it is formed.
The saxophone has many similarities with the oboe and clarinet:
OBOE

SAXOPHJNE

bOttom lip pillow

bottom lip pillow

thinking oo-e

thinking oo-e

thinking ee-u

played straight into

played straight into

blown down into

teeth placed firmly
on mouthpiece

teeth placed firmly
on mouthpiece

CLARINET

The saxophone embouchure is one that should be firm in its
own respects.

If the student doesn't maintain a firm embouchure, the
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pitch will have the tendency to be flat.
The embouchure is formed by:
1.

Putting the bottom lip over the bottom teeth. There should
not be an excess of lip hanging over the bottom teeth. This
is difficult to judge at sight because of thickness of lips
and various dental features. Therefore, this may vary,
depending upon the physiological features of the performer.
This could be compared, however, to a person with average
thin lips who would place the teeth where the red begins on
the lower lip.

2.

The performer then puts the mouthpiece in the mouth. The
point at which the reed connects the mouthpiece is
approximately the place at which the jaw should be placed.

3.

The teeth are then placed firmly on top of the mouthpiece.

4.

The top lip seals off any open space in an

s.

The student then learns about how to slowly •••
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

oo

(e) position.

Take a breath
Set embouchure
Place mouthpiece in or on mouth -.
Set the t:ongue
Blow
Release the tongue in a percussive manner.

(Taken from a classroom handout by Dr. Max F. Dalby.)
The student should not be playing the first notes with the
instrument completely assembled.

The writer would suggest starting

by using the mouthpiece on the gooseneck of the saxophone.

This is

large enough to hold on to and helps the teacher determine if the
embouchure is firm enough.
When using the saxophone embouchure, the cheeks should not puff
and the bottom lip should not protrude, but should be neatly folded
under.

L
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The top teeth play a very important part in the saxophone
embouchure regarding tone, pitch, and control.
teeth connect the instrument to the body.

In actuality, the top

The top teeth rest directly

and firmly on the top of the mouth piece which connects the instrument
to the skull.

Not only does the larnyx act as a resonating chamber,

but the skull is also a resonator.

This is especially noticeable in

the lower register of the saxophone as tone production becomes difficult.
The performer soon finds the top teeth to be part of the solution for
resolving the problem of · lot>J notes being flat.

Too many times a

saxophonist will let the embouchure loosen ("honk" ) in order to make
the low notes sound.

This distorts the sound that is desired.

The resonating chamber for the saxophone is not just the instrument
itself, but also includes the mouth, throat and skull of the perofrmer.
Tone production problems should, therefore, be approached from that
outlook.
The top teeth, acting as a support, amy be used as an aide in
opening up this resonating chamber, allowing the perofrmer to produce
the low notes with good pitch.

As the teeth rest firmly on the top of

the mouthpiece, pressure should be applied downward as the performer
approaches the lower register.

(See diagram on following page.)

II
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Figure 20. Diagram demonstrating dowmvard pressure
from the top teeth as to aid tone production of the
low notes.
This action releases the chin and allows the reed to vibrate
freely in the resonating chamber.

It is important to remember that the

embouchure must be firm as the chin lowers, in order to maintain proper
pitch.

As the performer approaches the lower notes, the downward

pressure automatically opens the oral cavity.

This may be practiced

by carefully playing a chromatic scale, beginning on G, descending to
low Bb, and going back up while watching the Strobe 0 1 Conn to maintain
the pitch.
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Figure 21.
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Breathing and breath support
Correct breathing habits are similar with all instruments and
require much training of the player so he can maintain a natural sound
I

while playing through a full phrase.

This unnatural sound is most

noticeable in a performer who does not breathe naturally.

This could be

caused by taking big gasps of air, fading out to nothing, or having
to breathe in the middle of a statement.
Larry Teal ( 1965) discusses proper breathing and calls it, "playing
on a full breath".

In other words, it is important to play while

keeping the lungs as well inflated as

~ossible.

\ihen another breath

becomes necessary, simply drop the jaw, keep the top teeth anchored on
top of the mouthpiece, and take in a full breath.

Caution should be

taken not to raise the shoulders, which narrows the diaphragm area and
limits the amount of intake.
stomach muscles.

The performer should breathe using the

Hence, the air comes in, fills the lowest area possible

in the chest cavity, and expands from that point upward.

As this is

done, the abdominal muscles are flexed in an outward position.

This

can be practiced by taking breaths on top of each other without exhaling.
After taking in five breaths, place the fist on the stomach and push in
while the stomach muscles push out, blowing the air out slowly.

This

exercise creates more tension than is necessary for performing, but
builds resistance and control.

The performer may then time himself as

he plays long tones or various finger exercises.

It is easy to tell

that proper musical breathing is not an in-born personal trait.
breathing for playing a musical instrument must be learned.

Proper

'I

I
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If a performer practices consistently with habits such as have
been discussed, he will be able to last longer and feel more comfortable
while playing.
In order to get the most out of a breath, remember the following
points:
1.

Take the air in quickly without any abnormal physical
movements such as gasping or raising the shoulders.

2.

Fill the lower cavity first, pushing the stomach out, then
filling the upper cavity.

3.

Flex the stomach muscles in an outward position while
blowing the air out. This is the foundation of support.

4.

Breathe in places that will allow for the break mus.ically.

Vibrato
The concept of vibrato on saxophone is one that requires much
work in development.

Vibrato on the saxophone varies from that on

the oboe and flute in that the jaw vibrato is used.

Many times teachers

will instruct their students to use a diaphragm vibrato on the saxophone.
The results end up with a jerking, puffy sound which is not natural.
any instrument it is important that the vibrato sounds natural.
Jaw vibrato is simply the up-down motion of the jaw instigated
while playing the instrument.
pitch

lowe~

The inflection comes from making the

then coming back to the normal pitch •

•
Figure 22.
vibrato.

Chart showing the pitch tendency of jaw

On

.I
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This differs from that of the flute and double reed instruments.
Here, the pitch rises and comes back to normal.

It has the tendency

to come under the pitch a little, but basically stays on top.

!loRfti/Dl !ITCH / \

Figure 23.
vibrato.

.1"\ ./) /\ /\ L\.1'\,.1\ A

L\L\ .1\..C

Chart showing the pitch tendency of diaphragm

It has been stated that the basic principles of vibrato should
not be taught until the student has full control of his tone.

In

actuality, the principle freeing the jaw from the embouchure should
be taught early.

As soon as students ' have a basic control of the tone,

they should be taught jaw inflection exercises in order to maintain
pitch control which is vi tal to ear training.
The following exercise might be used in teaching this concept.

-,-~~ 3

t£J I

,§Lg1

Tc.~T~~
-

Figure 24.

Q,--

-.

Q. . . •

Exercise used in teaching humoring of the pitch.

The concept of teaching vibrato on saxophone is the same as that
of teaching diaphragm-vibrato except that the jaw is used to make the
pitch inflections.

Refer to the section on vibrato for flute and use

the same basic steps for a weekly development of vibrato on the
saxophone.

The concept is better understood while applying it to a

piece or exercise.
this concept.

Listening to recordings also helps to establish
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Use of the tongue
The idea of tonguing has many different concepts connected to
it.

One concept is the anchored tip in comparison to the free tip.

The writer attempts to approach this with a different attitude--a
combination of both.
Basically, the tongue, being a muscle, should have daily exercise
to develop speed and coordination.

Exercises should be reinfor€ed with

the use of a metronome to insure a consistent evenness.

The same type

of tonguing exercises used with clarinet are applicable to saxophone.
The idea of the tongue always tonguing in the same place on the
tongue is inconsistent with what the writer has discovered.

Of course,

no two people have the same physiological characteristics.

Hence, this

idea might prove not to work with all peopel.

Indeed, it is up to the

performer to find what works best for him.
As the instrumentalist performs various types of music, different
types of articulation are called for.

The following graphs explain

the various functions of the tongue with different articulations.

~fow . ~------------------------•• ~~f

.,,.!.r ,u,

t

.. _.;;._____________.. f,; •
.........r_,..,

.;-~.,,44'-

Figure 25. Comparison chart of tongue using different
types of articulation at various tempos.
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As tempos go from slow to fast, the place articulated moves from
the middle of the tongue to the tip.

As the articulation style moves

from legato to marcato the place of articulation moves from the middle
of the tongue to the tip.
Fingerings and control
Fingerings on the saxophone are similar to those of the oboe and
flute and relate directly to the clarion register of the clarinet.

The

saxophonist should think of himself as a saxophonist, not a flutist
doubling on the saxophone.

The problem of the performer relating back

to the original instrument usually occurs when going from saxophone to
flute or clarinet.

If the clarinetist, flutist, or oboist tries to use

a fingering he is familiar with, it simply will not work on the
saxophone.
Bb

Differences would occur on the following notes •

••

this is the regular Bb for saxophone.

0

~

g

0

The other fingerings for Bb are alternate fingerings •
~~

•

0•

.8ia.

~·

a
0

0
0

•

{)

0

•

a

0

.J•

•
0
0
0

•

0

Too often, music teachers will teach their students the
fingering.

The student has no problem with the first

practice, but, thereafter, it becomes inadequate.

SL'<

11

months of

Since it is

cumbersome to change habits, students should be taught correct
fingerings in the beginning.

1 and 1 11
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Little finger coordination with the left and right hand should be
dealt with directly.

After studying for some six months, a student

should understand the full chromatic scale of the saxophone.
technique can be dealt with directly.

Thereafter,

Beginners have a tendency to

rush tempos because of instability and should be made aware of this
problem.

Indeed, students cannot be responsible for mistakes they are

not aware of.

It is the teacher's responsibility to alert the student

to problems that might occur.
The performer should practice slowly and increase tempos with
the use of a metronome.

This not only builds speed, but also builds

finger accuracy.
Practice of intervalic jumps is also an important concept for
finger technique and tone production technique development.

As the

performer makes a disjunct leap to another note on the opposite side
of the break, the appropriate throat opening must accompany that note.
As students, especially beginners, start playing they seem to have a
hard time going over the break (between c2 and D2 ).

After the beginner

has conquered the problem of jumping from c 2 to o 2 , another problem
appears, jumping from a note with an interval of more than a second
below the D2 to notes above the break.

In order to approach this problem

correctly, we must again examine tone production.

Each note on the

saxophone requires a different opening which occurs in the throat area.
This could be compared to the aperture of the flute embouchure.

A

more realistic comparison would be that of the human voice.

When one

sings a high note, the aperture constricts to a small size.

If one
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sings a low note this aperture opens appropriately.

The following

diagram is a comparison chart of the aperture of the human voice in
comparison to that of the saxophone aperture.

Figure 26. Comparison chart of the saxophone and
voice aperture.
The performer should practice, slowly, using interval studies,
then gradually, increase the tempo.

The following is an example of

an exercise that might be used.
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Figure 27. Exercise used to develop intervalic
technique from both sides of the break.
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The teacher should carefully check the student's saxophone to
make sure there are no leaks.

Many times a beginner will have

difficulties in going over the break.

This is not always because of

the beginner, but usually, because of the instrument.

If this problem

occurs, the teacher can then carefully check the saxophone.

The embouchure

of the teacher may be so well developed that i t covers up leaks that
bring many difficulties to the beginner.

In order to progress, the

student must, indeed, have an instrument that is in good repair.
Altissirno
The range of the saxophone for many years was lirni ted to three
octaves until Sigard Rascher experimented into an octave above the
High F of the saxophone.

This, of course, is the altissirno register

of the saxophone.
To develop abilities in the altissirno register, much work and patience
are necessary.

Many think altissimo is nothing more than a new set of

fingerings for a different octave of notes.

This is not the case.

Fingerings are only secondary when it comes to developing the altissirno
register.
Appropriately, we should f irst compare playing altissirno to
playing a brass instrument.

The upper notes of the trumpet are

generated from its fundamental notes.

The same is true of any

instrument, but is especially true as the beginning altissirno student
begins their study.
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Before attempting to play in the altissirno range, the performer
should have firm control of tone in all registers, finger techniques,
and pitch discrimination.

This sort of study should begin with a

student approaching the advanced level.
This section relates to that of tone production in as much as the
opening of the throat must be reexamined.

As a person sings, this so

called "opening" grows and diminishes according to the pitch of the
voice.

To practice this and to get the right sensation, the performer

should sing, outlining chords in a range of two octaves.

As this is done,

the performer should focus attention on the tongue and the way it
rises depending on the pitch being sung.

The following diagram shows

approximate tongue position as pitch is raised.

(This is applicable to

saxophone, as well as singing.}
As pitch rises, the tongue goes up and back in the oral cavity.

Figure 28. Chart showing tongue position as the
pitch ascends.
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As pitch descends . the tongue flattens.

Figure 29. Chart showing tongue position as the
pitch descends.
The next step is to apply this to some basic exercises that allow
various harmonies to be generated on a fundamental fingering.

While

playing low Bb, change the opening of the oral cavity as if singing,
as demonstrated above.

The following notes should be generated.

e I c==

Figure 30. Harmonic exercise for development of the
altissimo for saxophone.
It is difficult to generate the octave note but the second
partial comes out clear.

The following exercise can then be used.
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kw<"

Figure 31.
partial.

/httfl'jwp
(

Harmonic exercise focusing on the second

Many exercises should be attempted to build confidence using
the al tissimo style.

Partials should also be played rather than

only those listed above.

c:lc
Figure 32. Exercise using upper partials to develop
flexibility and control in the altissimo register.
After maintaining confidence on exercises such as that listed
above, attempt to go above the high F.

Use the upper octave fingers

with the octave key depressed.
The following fingering chart is that recommended by Sigurd
Rascher (Rascher, 1962).
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Figure 33. High note fingerings as suggested by
Sigtmd Rascher.
A person who sings must first have a clear concept of what he

is going to sing.

He first:

a.

thinks

b.

conceives a specific pitch

c.

sings the pitch.

The same is true with playing the upper register.

The performer

nrust:
a.

think a pitch

b.

conceivably hear the pitch

c.

play the pitch.

In order for proper pitch to sound, all of the following must be
working in conjunction with the pitch desired:
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1.

breath support

2.

pitch discrimination

3.

proper fingering

4.

proper embouchure.

Sigurd Rascher wrote in his book, Top Tones for the Saxophone,
the following:
The mind must direct the production of tone on a wind
instrument. Provided the player's •embouchure is well
developed, it will respond--below the level of conscious
action--to the mind's command. The next step, selecting
the desired tone out of a multitude of possibilities,
calls for redognition and decision. These, again, are
activities of the mind. Thus we have returned to our
starting point, the mind, and our goal is reached; the
predetermined tone sounds (Rascher, 1962, p. 5).
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CONCLUSIONS
Through the practice and work involved in preparing for this recital
many concepts of teaching were reinforced.

Methods that seemed to have

little significance before, took on new meaning during this extensive
time of practice.

Methods of teaching embouchure and embouchure control

were especially important.
As a teacher's abilities on an instrument increase, so do the
skills of teaching that instrument.

A 4eeper understanding helps one

to identify small problems that could develop into incorrect habits
that become unbreakable.
understanding of each

The recital helped the performer develop this

instrument as well as methods of correcting

problems associated with the instrument.
No doubt, more is learned through the preparation of a recital than
through the performance itself.
other.

However, one could not be without the

Each time an instrumentalist is preparing for a performance,

more knowledge is gained.
is stressed.

Thus, the importance of continual performance

For this reason the performer plans on further development

of the many skills involved with each of the woodwind instruments through
continued performance.
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